
Exam II 

CH 301 H Fall '10 


Vanden Bout 


Name: __k......:..c.._-:t~___ 

Carefully read all the problems 

Show all your work on numerical problems 

Clearly mark your answers 

If you think a problem cannot be worked out with the information provided write "this 
problem can not be worked with the information provided" 

Problems may contain extraneous information 

Please sign at the bottom to certify that you have worked on your own. 

I certify that I have worked the following exam without the help of others, and that the 

work I am turning in is my own. 


Signed: -------------------------------------------~----------------
Signature Date 
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Potentially Useful Information 

e 1.602 x 10-19 C 


me 9.1 09 X 10-31 kg 


mp 1.67 X 10-27 kg 


mn 1.67 X 10-27 kg 


8.854 X 10"12 C2 
J"I m"1Eo 


m S-I
C 	 2.998 X 108 


10-10
lA m 


h = 6.626 X 10-34 J S 


E=hv 


AV=C 


1 Rhydberg 2.18 X 10-18 J 


1 eV = 1.602 X 10-19 J 


NA 6.02 X 1023 


, A=-h 

p 

Particle in a box 
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Hydrogen-like Atoms 

Z2 
En" --2 in Rhydbergs 

n 

2 

-;-- ... n ao{I + ![l- R(R 
n
+ 
2 

I)]}
n.1 Z 2 

~:;;; 0.529 A 

Multi electron atoms 

Z:,
E - -- in Rhydbergs

n n2 

Hydrogenic Wavefunctions 


1 Z Zr -Zr3/2( ) ( )R .. -;::---c - - exp 2P ( )2'\16 ao llo 2ao 

1 )112
Y. - s - ( 4.1r 

3 )1/2
Y - - cose 

pz ( 4.1r 
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1. True/False (3 points each/30 points) 

(i)F

TV 

0 F 

T~ 


0>T 

T b 

In a U 2.;. ion the 4s and 4f wavefunctions have the same energy. \\- \\\L.oq i fIC ~~ 

A major problem with the Bohr model for the hydrogen atom is that it predicts the 
energy levels to be discrete (quantized). \'n,,\ i,. ",,\;,.~ \\ .jtr'\.;' riO\...\

Ultraviolet radiation has a higher energy compared to radio waves 

This wavefunction is anti-symmetric with respect to exchange of the electrons 

ls(l)ls(2)[a(1)p(2) + a(2)p(1)] ~\) tj. syw.'N\ 

K';' is the same size as Ar 


A 3d wavefunction has no radial nodes., \ \ 

I-. '''''6\lb,. 'V\NI ....S 

The 2pz wavefunction in hydrogen has a node at () - 0 "'~.. J. t> ~lI"k 

Atoms don't actually have electron orbitals ....... i. hOi t ..· ,,"\.~\; .w~ 

~ 'iJ"'fY p:.)!:.

Hund's rule states you should always fill the 2px orbital first as it is lowest in 
energy of the 2p orbitals 

The probability of finding an electron at a distance of greater than 1 meter away 
from the nucleus in ground state of hydrogen is extremely small but finite. 
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Multiple Guess (5 points each/20 points) Write your answer on the line provided. 

2. For Carbon is the Zerf larger for the 2s or the 2p Hartree orbital? 

A. Zert(2s) would be larger 
B. ZerrC2p) would be larger 
C. z"rr<"2s) would be exactly equal to ZerrC2p) 
D. it depends on the spin 

3. The most probable distance for an electron in a 1s wavefuction in U 1
• is at a distance that is 

A. 2 times smaller than hydrogen \\-\~\c..'fI. '1..'=" ~ 
B. 2 times larger than hydrogen 
C. 3 times smaller than hydrogen 
D. 3 times larger than hydrogen 
E. no way to guess exactly due to shielding effects 

4. The wavelength of a neutron traveling at 104 m S-I would be how long compared to an 
neutron traveling at lcr m 5·

1? 

A. 10 times longer 
B. 10 times shorter h 
C. .JW times longer i\~?"'"' 

.:: 
"'v 

D. .JW times shorter 
E. neutrons don't have a wavelength 

5. In a hydrogen-like atom, how many different wavefunctions are there in the n=5 level with 
1=4 (not taking into account the spin which is not important for a 1 electron system)? 

A. 1 
1........ _u ..~ -'2. -\)0 \,1.. '1 4 


_ IH' L 11 J, IB. 8 I ' -l
C.9 
D.14 
E. 25 
F. none of the above 
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Shorter Problems 

6. Which has a larger electron affinity Cd or Ag? Why? (10 points) 

~j "'...~ p \~"j" 'tA. 


c), "'~ ~ ~ ~.l\\ 5s 1 '-t}. 


til 

7. Below is a plot of the radial probability density for 1 s wave function in the hydrogen atom. 
On the same plot sketch what you think a Is function would look like for both He and He+. Try 
to be a quantitative as possible in your peak positions.(lS points) 

L -
C\J -a::: 
N 

"

o 	 .S 1 2 3 4 
r/ao 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

.. 

0.0 ~---+------'r------r------=;:::::===-=;:::; 
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8. Give the electronic configuration of the following atoms (12 points) 
State whether each is paramagnetic or diamagnetic 

a 

9. Imagine a He+ ion with an excited electron in state described by a 5g wavefunction. What 
wavelength of light would be emitted if the electron fell down to a 4f state? (12 points) 

t .4 ~t.. 10-'1"3 


1.4 (p . Jo''t s-' 

-- /.0\ . 16~ M 
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10. Given that the atomic radius of Xe is approximately 1.5 times larger than that of Ar, how 

much larger do you think the ionization energy of Ar is compared to Xe? (you should try to 

calculate this rather than just guessing). (10 points) 


(SYZ)6' 'i
Is = t.",_ .. · 

\k • 

(?'ps~ "~1 

?-.~~~ l 


\ E ~ ~ (!l..lI"1~)'L 
_ ~ O.1~ 

~"/s:)
11. The work function for silver metal is 4.6 eV. If a sample of sodium is illuminated with a 0.1 
W laser at a wavelength of 532 nm. [Note: a Watt (W) is a J per second]. (15 points) 

About how many electrons would be emitted per second (if any)? 

Cp ""'\'''' 'U'>"'I.'37 or +.\-..... -\. W"lk ~~\ i ..., 

'nJ ~ ~11 '\ tj'''.3 ~ 7- :1 rrV Not ~\~ ~v-.UU)\.. E· 
___ ... -.,.- ""--.--.".---_..._.b __________~-

\ ( 7. -:\l 
~., 1'( 1+ ;. I-Sin 

What jf the power was increased to 1 W? ,. NJ ELE c,1 lCoAJ<;: 

EMllffD 

f'4'.~ \;J"'\ \0~~ \.<..4
~>,,~ ~"\ ~~t.t ~t; \h~ ~'0J 
i, b'G\~ 1\'\? ~1'~J~i ( v. ovl.- ~II1o.J .....\ . 
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12. Given that Zeff for a 2p electron in F is 5.10, predict the 2nd ionization energy of Ne. (in 
Rhydbergs) (10 points) 

N~<\ ~ \~\t..."t r I ~-.)\- ~~\h \')."j\l'( ?,~. 

14. The periodic trend in ionization energy within a group is a decrease in I.E. from the top to 
bottom of the group. Imagine that the valence electrons in F experienced the same effective 
nuclear charge as the valence electron in CI. 

If this were the case, how much larger would the I.E. of F be COjared to the I.E. of O? (8 
points) tt: ("":l: t{tz 

I·E of' ., - L F2\" -;.'t. ~~ 1 fir '2, '-'5" 
\.~c;.\ ~ (\ ~ 

- L L(~\" • ':t~~) ~ 

Given that the experimental ratio is that the I.E. of F is 1.3 times that of CI, would you say that 
effective nuclear charge increases, decreases, or stays the same as you go from top to bottom in a 
group? Does this make sense? (8 points) 

~..e;. 'N'-- .,..~ 'IfZ 

Va, ~ \ ..~ ~o.--~Jc:rS\...\ ~}..;':) 
}.I)~C.~$ ~6V-- ~ 'tvJ D-\.e"s . 
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Longer Problems 
14. Consider a quantum mechanical particle in a box that is bound between -U2 and U2 (a box 
of length L that is centered at x=O). (25 points) 

What are the boundary conditions that the wavefunction of this particle must satisfy? 

t(- ~') ~ ~ (~) ~ 0 

We saw in the homework that the ground state solution for this problem is 

What is the wavefunction for the first excited state of this problem? 

(.,V? w"""\- r.1C'2.,\ lo~~? ~~3t \~-S ..~ V\::.""2... 


il- -'1 ~ siV\ (~-r) 
Does this first excited state wavefunction have any nodes? If so, how many and at what values 
of x? 

Write down and integral that you would need to sol;e~fin;'the p;b~~fiity that the particle is 
located between x=-U4 and x=+U4 if it is described by the first excited state wavefunction. 

L~ ~9 
l\.-'"I. \ , 2-. .... (rt.I!X) \ 

\ AI" == L S \~ L JX
, 

-'7- ,-~h 
What is the valu~of this integral? You don't have to show your math. If you can't determine a 
number, estimate the value (more than half, roughly 0.25, ... ) 
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15. (25 points) 

Imagine an electron in a box of length 1 pm (picometer = 10-12 m) on each side. 


What is the zero point energy for an electron in such a box? (in Joules) 


~1.. ~ s~'L
E ~(\~It-r)"'- ..wp

\\\ ~Wl L 6"", L 

'3 ((,.1",,"2.10 ·(o'\.~)'\. 
-- i> (~. to"!. to·" XI [)"')' ~ I· ~l)t ./()r~:J 

From this what is the root mean square momentum of the electron in the box? (This is the square 
root of the average of the square of the momentum) 

'b!:4 D 1';~' e ~ K,E.. '" ~ .... ..j"l. 

,\7. '" 'Z V"'I ..... ~.E. " 

'f c ~ 1 ~ ['I. \0\"0"").1 .'007 . /O-'t.) 

T ~ 5·1~· {l5..... ~~ ..... ~' 
Since the electron must be somewhere inside this box, the uncertainty in the position of the 
electron is at most 1 pm. Given this, what is the uncertainty in the momentum of the electron? 

"1

( ~. fo '2k. . 10-$"') 

tJ'Y- ~\ ~ -~ 
~ .. \-. IS .7.7-' I{':~.!5- ~ - Mi\'$tJ\' C 1. b). t.r 1\ ( \ cr~) 

How does this compare to your root mean square momentum calculated from the zero point 

energy? \ lr \Ir; Crtt "UfJ c..IO~~ t~ '\II.~ ~~ "A\le . 

http:1",,"2.10
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Bonus. Not worth much. No partial credit. (3 points each) 

Use your answer to the last problem to answer the following. Compare the kinetic energy of an 
electron that arises simply from the zeropoint energy of confinement to a cube with sides 1 pm to 
the potential energy of an electron and a nucleus separated by 1 pm. What does this say about 
the possibility of the electron "falling" down to very small distances close to the nucleus? 

What is the most probable radius for an electron in a 2p wavefunction in Li2+? 

How would you compute the probability described in the last true false problem? 


